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Abstract. We analyze two LLBL crossings made by the
Interball-Tail satellite under a southward or variable mag-
netosheath magnetic field: one crossing on the flank of
the magnetosphere, and another one closer to the subso-
lar point. Three different types of ion velocity distribu-
tions within the LLBL are observed: (a) D-shaped distribu-
tions, (b) ion velocity distributions consisting of two counter-
streaming components of magnetosheath-type, and (c) dis-
tributions with three components, one of which has nearly
zero parallel velocity and two counter-streaming compo-
nents. Only the (a) type fits to the single magnetic flux tube
formed by reconnection between the magnetospheric and
magnetosheath magnetic fields. We argue that two counter-
streaming magnetosheath-like ion components observed by
Interball within the LLBL cannot be explained by the reflec-
tion of the ions from the magnetic mirror deeper within the
magnetosphere. Types (b) and (c) ion velocity distributions
would form within spiral magnetic flux tubes consisting of
a mixture of alternating segments originating from the mag-
netosheath and from magnetospheric plasma. The shapes of
ion velocity distributions and their evolution with decreasing
number density in the LLBL indicate that a significant part of
the LLBL is located on magnetic field lines of long spiral flux
tube islands at the magnetopause, as has been proposed and
found to occur in magnetopause simulations. We consider
these observations as evidence for multiple reconnection X-
lines between magnetosheath and magnetospheric flux tubes.
Key words. Magnetospheric physics (magnetopause, cusp
and boundary layers; solar wind-magnetosphere interac-
tions)
1 Introduction
Reconnection of the interplanetary and magnetospheric mag-
netic fields was proposed by Dungey (1961) and is con-
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sidered as a main mechanism of solar wind-magnetosphere
coupling. The southward interplanetary magnetic field
(IMF) may reconnect with northward dayside magneto-
spheric fields, forming open magnetic flux tubes at the X-
line (Petcheck, 1964). The open magnetic tubes are identi-
fied by their rotational discontinuity properties (Sonnerup et
al., 1981; Paschmann et al., 1986). Magnetosheath plasma
can enter the magnetosphere along open field lines, form-
ing the magnetospheric boundary layer. Velocity differences
between the magnetosheath plasma and a rotational disconti-
nuity lead to a velocity cutoff for the ions entering the mag-
netosphere and the resulting D-shaped velocity distributions
on the magnetospheric field lines (Cowley, 1982). Simul-
taneous observations of D-shaped distributions and an open
magnetopause confirm this reconnection scenario (Phan et
al., 2001).
No direct evidence for multiple reconnections has previ-
ously been reported. Since the first observations of the low
latitude boundary layer (LLBL) (Eastman et al., 1976), its
properties and origin have been extensively studied due to
its importance as a manifestation of solar wind magneto-
sphere coupling. It has been shown (Sckopke et al., 1981)
that the LLBL is quite homogeneous, and its variability is
explained by traveling vortices. Sckopke et al. (1981) di-
vided the LLBL into the core and mantle. The case studied
by Sckopke et al. (1981) was for southward IMF. Sibeck et
al. (1992) suggested that the variability of the LLBL is asso-
ciated with magnetopause motion. Sibeck et al. (2000) have
shown that no negative density gradients are observed within
the the magnetopause boundary layer and thus, the bound-
ary layer is attached to the magnetopause. It has been shown
(Hapgood and Bryiant, 1990) that all irregularities observed
in the LLBL, including flux transfer events (FTEs) (Russell
and Elphic, 1978), are well organized by the transition pa-
rameter (derivative of N − T relationship), suggesting that
magnetopause-magnetosheath motion leads to observed vari-
ability of well-organized LLBL structure.
We have previously shown the possibility to separate the
LLBL into two types by its variability (Vaisberg et al., 2001).
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The highly structured LLBL is associated with either south-
ward Bz or variable IMF. This type of LLBL consists pre-
dominantly of the plasma transients moving with veloci-
ties close to those observed in the magnetosheath. Vais-
berg et al. (1998) studied isolated LLBL events observed
under southward IMF conditions and suggested that LLBL
plasma transients are magnetically separated from the mag-
netosheath and introduced the concept of Disconnected Mag-
netosheath Transfer Events (DMTEs).
In this paper we analyze two cases of observations of the
highly structured LLBL: one at the dusk flank of the magne-
topause and another one closer to the dayside magnetopause.
The longer duration of LLBL structures at the flank magne-
topause allows for a more detailed analysis, while the data
from short duration LLBL structures at the dayside magne-
topause are used to verify the properties of highly structured
LLBL. In Sect. 2 we give a short description of the observa-
tions. In Sect. 3 we describe the structure of the LLBL ob-
served on 15 February 1996 at the flank magnetopause and
analyze the ion velocity. In Sect. 4 we describe the struc-
ture of the LLBL and analyze the ion velocity distributions
observed on 16 April 1996 closer to the subpolar point. In
Sect. 5 we discuss the results of observations and propose
their possible explanation in terms of the formation of closed
spiral field structures by multiple reconnections. Section 6 is
the conclusion.
2 Observations
The Interball-Tail spacecraft was launched on 3 August 1995
and entered the atmosphere on 13 October 2000. The
Interball-Tail spacecraft was in a highly elliptic orbit with
apogee∼200 000 km, a period of revolution around the Earth
of ∼4 days and the plane of the orbit nearly perpendicu-
lar to the ecliptic plane. In 1995 and 1996 the spacecraft
crossed the low-latitude magnetopause on its inbound trajec-
tory. Interball-Tail was a spin-stabilized spacecraft with its
rotation axis directed approximately towards the Sun, with a
period of rotation 2 min.
We use plasma data from the ion spectrometer SCA-1
(Vaisberg et al., 1995), which provides 3-D distributions
in the range 0.05–5.0 keV/Q within ∼10 s. The ion spec-
trometer SCA-1 has full 3-D capabilities. Its two identical
sensor heads, EU-1/1 and EU-1/2, cover both hemispheres.
Each sensor head consists of a toroidal electrostatic ana-
lyzer (ESA) followed by a channel electron multiplier with
8-sectored anode. An electrostatic scanner in front of each
electrostatic analyzer provides measurements over a nearly-
2pi field of view. In the basic fast mode of operation the
SCA-1 measures E/Q spectra over 15 energy steps in 64 di-
rections: 8 equally spaced (by 45◦) azimuthal directions by
8 polar angles relative to the Sun-directed satellite spin axis:
2◦, 17◦, 40◦, 65◦, 115◦, 140◦, 163◦, and 178◦. A narrow field
of view (2◦), and narrow energy pass-band (∼10%) provide
differential velocity space measurements in 960 points of ve-
locity space. Measurements of complete energy-angular dis-
tribution of ions are performed about every 10 s, making the
ion measurements almost independent of spacecraft rotation.
The ELECTRON spectrometer (Sauvaud et al., 1995) is a
symmetrical “top hat” electrostatic analyzer, which provides
a 180◦ × 6◦ field of view in a meridional plane of the space-
craft with a uniform response. A chevron-mounted pair of
MCP detectors with 8 associated anode sectors is used for
electron angular imaging. The acceptance angle of each in-
dividual detector is 22.5◦×6◦. Due to the spacecraft rotation,
the full 4pi solid angle was scanned once per spin period of
the spacecraft (∼120 s).
The magnetic field data are taken from the three-axial flux-
gate magnetometers, MIF and FM3 (Klimov et al., 1995),
with a sampling frequency up to 16 Hz. We use the data av-
eraged to a temporal resolution of 1 s.
We analyze the data from two magnetopause/LLBL cross-
ings: the 15 February 1996 magnetopause/LLBL crossing
provided much more detailed data on LLBL structures when
IMF was variable and the magnetosheath magnetic field was
southward-duskward, as observed on Interball and Geotail
spacecraft. We also analyze the data of the 16 April 1996
magnetopause/LLBL crossing at the dayside under south-
ward IMF conditions, as observed by WIND spacecraft lo-
cated close to the magnetosphere. The data of 16 April 1996
are less reliable due to a high variability of the LLBL, but
they provide a crosscheck of data obtained on 15 February
1996.
3 Characteristics of observed LLBL on 15 February
1996
3.1 Plasma flow parameters within the LLBL
On 15 February 1996, the Interball-Tail spacecraft crossed
the magnetopause on its inbound trajectory at ∼22:50 UT.
GSE coordinates of this crossing are: XGSE = −3.58RE ,
YGSE = 17.30RE , ZGSE = −2.34RE , MLT = 18:30 and
GM latitude = 24.9◦. Geotail spacecraft was in the solar wind
until ∼22:36 UT, when it crossed the bowshock and was in
the magnetosheath thereafter. The measurements by Geo-
tail indicate that a clock angle of the magnetic field varied
in the range from 100◦ and 120◦ when Interball crossed the
magnetopause and the LLBL(see Fig. 1). The Geotail space-
craft was located quite close,∼5RE upstream of the Interball
spacecraft, yielding a time lag of ∼1.5 min between Geotail
and Interball .
Magnetosheath plasma parameters observed by Interball
were: number density N ∼ 12 cm−3, and velocity magni-
tude V =∼ 220 km/s. The Alfve´n velocity in the magne-
tosheath was ∼110 km/s. The magnetic field in the magne-
tosheath had a strong southward component. The crossing of
the magnetopause occurred under large local magnetic shear,
with the angle between the magnetosheath field and mag-
netospheric field being ∼140◦. Geotail magnetic field mea-
surements indicate that the IMF had a significant southward
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GEOTAIL, 15 Feb. 1996
Fig. 1. Geotail magnetic field and plasma data are plotted for Interball observations of the LLBL on 15 February 1996. From top to bottom
are shown: three components of the magnetic field (GSM), magnitude of the magnetic field, clock angle defined as tan1(BYGSM/BZGSM),
number density, temperature and three velocity components (GSM).
component while the Interball crossed the magnetopause and
the LLBL.
Strong shear between magnetosheath and magnetospheric
magnetic fields are favorable for reconnection. There are
some signatures in the magnetosheath, indicating that recon-
nection is going on: magnetospheric ion leakage events (seen
as the bursts at higher energies in the anti-sunward-looking
analyzer) accompanied by stronger velocity and magnetic
field variations (see Vaisberg et al., 1998, 2001).
Figure 2 shows LLBL structures observed by Interball
after the magnetopause crossing. From top to bottom are
shown: two energy-time spectrograms from the SCA-1 ion
spectrometer, one from the sunward-looking analyzer, and
another one from the anti-sunward looking analyzer, ion
number density N , ion temperature, total velocity (in red)
and −Vx-component (in black), VYGSM component, VZGSM
component, Alfve´n Mach number, ion beta, magnetic field
magnitude (in red) and Bx component (in black), BYGSM
component, and BZGSM component. Ion flow parameters
were calculated as the moments of 10-s resolution and 3-
D ion velocity distribution measurements, with the assump-
tion that all ions are protons. The two energy-time spec-
trograms are sums of the ion counting rate spectra mea-
sured along a 17◦ cone and a 163◦ cone relative to solar
direction, respectively. Different regions near the magne-
topause are indicated: (1) – magnetosheath, (2) – magne-
topause current layer, (3) – boundary layer region LLBL-1,
(4) – quasi-magnetosheath region and (5) – boundary layer
region LLBL-2.
Regions (3), (4), and (5) in Fig. 2 have quite different
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INTERBALL TAIL, SCA-1, FM-3, 15 Feb. 1996
Fig. 2. Magnetopause/LLBL crossing as observed by Interball on 15 February 1996. From top to bottom are shown: two energy-time
spectrograms of SCA-1 ion spectrometer, ion flow parameters number density N , ion temperature, total velocity (in red) and VX component
(in black), VYGSM component, VZGSM component, ion Mach number, ion beta, magnetic field magnitude (in red) and Bx component,
BYGSM component, and BZGSM component. GSM coordinates of the spacecraft location, magnetic local time, and geomagnetic latitude are
shown on the bottom. See text for explanation of different regions.
plasma and magnetic field characteristics. The boundary
layer regions (3) and (5) are easily distinguished from the
magnetosheath by lower number density and by increased
temperature. Within the time interval 22:54:27–22:58:47 UT
(#4 in Fig. 2) the plasma is magnetosheath-like, namely, the
number density, ion temperature, VX and VY velocity compo-
nents, and the Bx and By magnetic field components are ap-
proximately the same as in the magnetosheath (time interval
#1). However, Z-components of both velocity and magnetic
fields have opposite signs compared to ones observed in the
magnetosheath. The Bz component within this time interval
is closer to what is observed in the nearby magnetosphere,
but theBx andBy components have opposite signs to those in
the magnetosphere. The magnetic field vector in this region
is rotated almost exactly halfway between the magnetosheath
and magnetospheric directions. Thus, this time interval bears
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22:46:00        22:50:00      22:54:00          22:58:00          23:02:00     UT
15 Feb. 1996                      INTERBALL - ELECTRON
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Fig. 3. Energy-time and angular spectrograms are shown for electrons in the time interval of interest on 15 February 1996. Each horizontal
panel represents the counting rate of electrons with the energy indicated to the left. The distribution of the counting rate along the ordinate
within each energy band shows an angular distribution of electrons in the meridional plane of the satellite, in which the Sun is on the pole.
The anti-sunward moving electrons are on the upper part of each panel, and sunward moving electrons are on the lower part of the panel.
Three dimensional velocity distribution of electrons is measured within a 2-minute period of the satellite’s rotation.
some properties of the magnetosheath, and some properties
of the magnetosphere; however, it is hardly possible to con-
sider it as part of the magnetosphere. At the same time, the
different sign of Bz from the one of the magnetosheath (see
Geotail measurements of Fig. 1), and, specifically, the lower
Alfve´n Mach number MA compared to the magnetosheath
makes it difficult to consider it as part of magnetosheath flow.
The origin of this magnetosheath-like structure needs further
explanation.
Figure 3 shows the combined energy-time and angular dis-
tributions of electrons for plasma regions shown in Fig. 2.
Each horizontal panel represents the counting rate of elec-
trons with the energy indicated to the left. The distribution
of the counting rate along the ordinate shows an angular dis-
tribution of electrons in the meridional plane of the satellite,
so that the anti-sunward moving electrons are shown on the
upper part of each panel, and sunward moving electrons are
shown on the lower part of the panel. As the satellite rotates
along the nearly sunward oriented axis with a 2-min period,
the ELECTRON spectrometer samples 3-D velocity distri-
bution of electrons. As a result, an omni-directional distribu-
tion will be seen as a non-modulated color band, a trapped
distribution will be seen as a bright sinusoidal band, a mono-
directional field-aligned beam will be seen as a maximum
once per 2-min rotation, and a bi-directional field-aligned
distribution will be seen as 2 maxima per 2-min rotation (pe-
riodicity of 1 min).
The regions in this figure are marked according to those
in Fig. 2. There is a leakage of electrons with energies up to
∼5 keV, indicating connection of the magnetosheath (region
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INTERBALL TAIL, SCA-1, FM-3, 15 Feb. 1996
Fig. 4. Three LLBL transients are plotted as observed by Interball on 15 February 1996. See Fig. 2 caption for explanation. Note that within
this succession of transients there is an inverse relationship between number density and velocity, on one side, and ion temperature, on the
other side.
1) to the magnetopause. The magnetopause current layer (re-
gion 2) is characterized by sporadic bursts of electrons that,
on average, are more energetic than magnetosheath electrons.
The electrons show an increase in the parallel temperature in
the boundary layer regions 3 and 5, as seen from 1-min pe-
riodicity of the electron flux maxima. These bi-directional
electrons are specific to the boundary layer (Thomsen et al.,
1987). The electron distributions in the magnetosheath-type
region 4 are similar to those observed in the magnetosheath
proper but several differences can be pointed out. The high
energy part of the magnetosheath distributions (region 1, en-
ergies 68–183 eV), is streaming along the magnetic field in
one direction because it is encountered once per spacecraft
spin. On the other hand, the distribution in region 4 exhibits
two maxima per spin (most clearly seen at 41 and 53 eV) in-
dicating counter-streaming electrons usually observed in the
boundary layer.
Figure 4 shows three isolated magnetosheath-type plasma
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a)
15/02/1996 22:49:14 - 22:50:32
b)
15/02/1996 22:40:11 - 22:42:47
Fig. 5. Scatter plots (a) is for magnetopause crossing and (b) is for the magnetosheath region adjacent to the magnetopause. (Left) A
component-by-component comparison is made of the convective electric field Ec = −V × B versus electric field EHT = −VHT × B.
The defined components of the HT and HT frame speed and acceleration in GSE are given. K and R are a slope and correlation coefficient
between the convective electric field and EHT , respectively; (Right) Result of tangential stress balance referred to as Walen relations. K is
a slope and R is correlation coefficient between the flow velocity in the HT frame and the corresponding Alfve´n velocity. Triangles, open
boxes and crosses correspond to X, Y and Z components, respectively.
transients observed ∼45 min after the magnetopause cross-
ing. The format of Fig. 4 is the same as for Fig. 2. These
transients display a progressive (from left to right) decrease
in velocity and density and increase of temperature from val-
ues compared to those observed in the magnetosheath. Some
of these transients have the magnetic field signature of FTEs.
Two of three plasma transients are moving, while the third
one is nearly stationary relative to surrounding plasma. Anal-
ysis of three LLBL transients was made in (Vaisberg et al.,
1998). It was shown that they have a non-symmetric struc-
ture with a faster and denser leading part and a turbulent
trailing part. These transients keep nearly the same structure
while their properties change in a systematic way with their
density diminishing from the first to the last one. The plasma
and magnetic structure of these LLBL transients and their
evolution with the distance from magnetopause suggest that
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Fig. 6. A Cowley (1982) diagram is shown for 15 February 1996. It
shows projections of the velocities and magnetic field vectors on the
magnetopause plane determined by minimum variance (n is point-
ing out of the page, l is along the magnetospheric magnetic field,
and m completes the right-hand side coordinate system). Vsh is
the magnetosheath plasma velocity and VHT is the de Hoffman-
Teller frame velocity. Bsh and Bmsp are magnetic field in the mag-
netosphere and in the magnetosheath, respectively. Average mag-
netic fields vectors for LLBL intervals 3, 4, and 5 in Fig. 2 are
also shown. The magnetosheath ion velocity distribution is shown
schematically by a circle centered on the magnetosheath velocity
vector. A straight line drawn through the end of the dHT velocity
vector perpendicular to theBsh vector determines the velocity space
(gray-filled) area from where magnetosheath ions can enter mag-
netospheric field lines reconnected to the magnetosheath magnetic
field to the north of the spacecraft. The ion velocity distribution that
should be observed on the open magnetospheric field line is shown
schematically by a gray-filled area moving opposite to the magne-
tospheric magnetic field direction with a velocity cutoff placed at
the projection of the HT velocity on the magnetospheric magnetic
field direction.
they are not magnetically connected to the magnetosheath.
They were dubbed in (Vaisberg et al., 1998) as Disconnected
Magnetosheath Transfer Events, or DMTEs, associated with
(non-stationary) reconnection.
3.2 Reconnection geometry on 15 February 1996
The properties of the magnetopause indicate that reconnec-
tion takes place during this time interval. The magnetopause
current layer (2) is defined by the change of sign in the three
magnetic field components, by depression of the magnetic
field magnitude, and by an increased ion beta. A good (with
correlation coefficient 0.995) de Hoffman-Teller frame (HT
frame) and a good Walen relation (with a negative slope
of the fit between measured and calculated Alfve´n veloc-
ity of ∼0.76) were found for the time interval 22:49:14–
22:50:32 UT, according to method of Sonnerup et al. (1987)
(Fig. 5a). The HT frame has been found as the reference
frame in which the mean square of the convective electric
field, D = 〈|(V − VHT ) × B|2〉 has a minimum (Sonnerup
et al., 1987). The ratio of D/D0 (where D0 = 〈|V × B|2〉)
is used as a measure of the quality of the defined HT frame
velocity and D/D0 should be small ( 1) (Khrabrov and
Sonnerup, 1998). This indicates that the magnetopause cur-
rent layer is a rotational discontinuity, and a negative slope
of the Walen relation implies that the reconnection site is lo-
cated northward relative to the spacecraft position. This is in
agreement with the negative deviation of the Z component
of plasma velocity for a significant part of the LLBL, com-
pared to that of the observed in the magnetosheath. This also
agrees with the expected location of the antiparallel recon-
nection (Crooker, 1979; Luhmann et al., 1984) at the north-
dusk sector for the IMF clock angle 100◦–120◦, as measured
by Geotail. However, positive VZ values within part of the
current layer indicate a more complex nature of this transi-
tion, possibly associated with the deviation from planar ge-
ometry. De Keyser et al. (2001) performed a very detailed
analysis of this magnetopause crossing and concluded that
the magnetopause was not steady. Strong acceleration of the
de Hoffman-Teller frame during the time interval where In-
terball crossed the current layer (see numbers on Fig. 5a) also
indicates that it is locally non-steady and complicated.
A good de Hoffman-Teller frame is found for the magne-
tosheath boundary layer adjacent to the magnetopause where
plasma velocity and magnetic field variations are observed,
as well as sporadic leakage of more energetic ions and elec-
trons from the magnetosphere. The calculated de Hoffman-
Teller frame and Walen relation for one such interval is
shown in Fig. 5b. This indicates that the magnetosheath
boundary layer includes reconnected flux tubes. Low val-
ues of acceleration of the de Hoffman-Teller frame and con-
sistent values of calculated velocities show that the recon-
nection process is quasi-steady. The negative slope of the
Walen relation confirms that reconnected flux tubes originate
to the north of the spacecraft location, in accordance with
other data.
The de Hoffman-Teller frame velocity in the magne-
tosheath boundary layer is quite close to the de Hoffman-
Teller frame velocity for the beginning of the magnetopause
current layer. Due to this and due to the consistency of the
calculated de Hoffman-Teller frame velocities for different
time intervals in the magnetosheath boundary layer, we be-
lieve that this HT frame characterizes the observed magne-
topause and LLBL crossing. For analysis of velocity distri-
butions in the LLBL we adopted the HT frame calculated for
a ∼10-min time interval within the magnetosheath boundary
layer: VHT (GSE) = (−240, 128,−48) km/s.
Figure 6 shows the geometry of reconnection on a l −m
plane of the normal coordinate system lmn. An average
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Fig. 7. Representative ion velocity distributions are given within the LLBL near the magnetopause on 15 February, 1996 (the same time
interval as in Fig. 2). Two color-coded V‖ and V⊥ velocity-time spectrograms show the phase space density integrated over perpendicular
velocity (upper spectrogram) and the phase space density integrated over parallel velocity (lower spectrogram), after the velocity component
transverse to the local magnetic field direction was subtracted. This transverse plasma velocity component is superimposed on the lower
spectrogram (black line). Ion number density is shown on the bottom. Lettered lines above the spectrograms show locations where respective
V‖ − V⊥ velocity distributions were measured. GSE coordinates of the spacecraft, magnetic local time, and geomagnetic latitude are shown
on the bottom. Time interval for each spectrogram is indicated on the top. See text for a more detailed explanation.
magnetic field in the magnetosheath, three LLBL intervals
in the magnetosphere are shown along with magnetosheath
plasma velocity and the de Hoffmann-Teller frame velocity
in projection to the magnetopause plane. The direction of the
VHT vector indicates that the reconnection X-line is located
northward and westward of the spacecraft.
The diagram in Fig. 6 can be used to estimate the proper-
ties of magnetosheath plasma that should enter the open field
lines using the approach developed by Cowley (1982). A cir-
cle centered on Vsh schematically shows the magnetosheath
velocity distribution. The hatched area within this circle is
part of the velocity distribution that is allowed to enter the
magnetosphere along the reconnected field line. Upon entry
into the magnetospheric part of the field line, these particles
will obtain additional velocity equal to the projection of the
de Hoffman-Teller velocity to the magnetospheric field line
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Fig. 8. Ion velocity distributions within transient observed at ∼23:35 UT on 15 February 1996. Format of the figure is the same as in Fig. 10.
Five representative ion velocity distributions (see text for explanation) are shown on the top.
(equal to 125 km/s). The resulting D-shaped velocity distri-
bution is shown as a hatched area at −l axis. This gives us
background information for subsequent comparison of ve-
locity distributions in the LLBL with what is expected from
reconnection for the given geometry.
Indication of the direction to the reconnection site from the
calculated HT velocity frame is in reasonable agreement with
the predictions of the models. For the IMF clock angle that
was observed on 15 February 1996, the model of Crooker
(1979) predicts the location of reconnection site where the
magnetic fields are closest to being antiparallel in the north-
dusk sector. The model of Moore et al. (2002) predicts a
location of the reconnection site where antiparallel compo-
nents of two magnetic fields are maximal, being also being
in the north-dusk sector.
3.3 Ion velocity distributions observed in the LLBL on 15
February 1996
Figure 7 shows the ion velocity distributions within the
LLBL plasma observed after the magnetopause crossing. We
show five representative examples of ion velocity distribu-
tions within the LLBL1 and LLBL2 (regions (3) and (5) in
Fig. 2). Observed types of velocity distributions include: (a)
plasma injections along the negative magnetic field direction,
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(b) a stronger component along the negative direction of B
and a weaker component along the positive direction of B,
(c) a weaker component along the negative direction of B
and a stronger component along the positive direction of B,
(d) two nearly identical ion components, and (e) two oppo-
sitely moving components and the third component at nearly
zero velocity. Only type (a) can be expected for the field line
opened northward relative to the spacecraft location.
These velocity distributions in the magnetic coordinate
frame were obtained in the following manner. First, the
plasma velocity vector in the spacecraft (laboratory) coordi-
nate system was calculated with a ∼10 s temporal resolution
from each 3-D ion velocity distribution measured by SCA-
1. Magnetic field measurements were averaged for the same
time intervals as for 3-D ion measurements. Then the veloc-
ity component transverse to the magnetic field direction was
subtracted from each of the 960 vectors representing velocity
space bins of SCA-1 in the laboratory coordinate frame. In
the next step, every measurement of the phase space density
for a particular 3-D measurement frame was rotated into a
half-plane containing the averaged magnetic field vector. A
resulting scatter plot of phase space densities was averaged
over the grid of 100 km/s. Incomplete velocity space cover-
age by SCA-1 leads to gaps on displayd planar cross sections
of velocity distributions. The result of this data processing
is the velocity space distribution in a magnetic coordinate
system with the origin at the vector difference between the
plasma bulk velocity in the laboratory coordinate system and
its component perpendicular to the local magnetic field di-
rection.
Representative velocity distributions are shown in Fig. 7
in the context of V‖–V⊥ color-coded velocity-time spectro-
grams. These velocity-time spectrograms were obtained by
the integration of V‖–V⊥ velocity distributions over perpen-
dicular velocity (upper spectrogram) and over parallel ve-
locity (lower spectrogram). Thus, these spectrograms show
parallel and perpendicular velocity distribution versus time.
The calculated velocity component transverse to the mag-
netic field direction is shown by a solid line on the second
panel from the top. Ion number density, magnetic field com-
ponents and magnitude are shown in the next five panels. It is
seen that the boundary layer plasma is moving quite steadily
transverse to the magnetic field. What seems to be important
is the frequently observed significant ion density at zero ve-
locity and at positive velocities relative to the magnetic field.
The transient observed at ∼23:55 UT had sufficient dura-
tion to allow for a more detailed analysis of the ion veloc-
ity distributions for different ion number densities within the
LLBL. This transient is shown in Fig. 8 in a V‖–V⊥ magnetic
coordinates frame, along with several representative velocity
distributions. This transient has a clear double structure with
leading fast and denser plasma, and a trailing, less dense part
(see detailed analysis of this transient or DMTE in Vaisberg
et al., 1998). In the leading part of this transient the density is
steadily decreasing onward from the maximum near the front
edge. In the trailing part, the density remains nearly constant
most of the time. Weak injections anti-parallel and parallel
Fig. 9. Six ion velocity distributions (times of measurements are
shown to the right) are given within transient at ∼23:55 UT (top).
Bottom: the same velocity distributions normalized to the maxi-
mum intensities.
to the magnetic field direction are observed occasionally (e.g.
velocity distribution (c). However, the main feature of the ve-
locity distribution is a component at zero parallel velocity. It
dominates in the first part of the transient and subsequently
diminishes (velocity distributions (b, d, and e).
The long duration of this DMTE and the nearly mono-
tonic variation of the number density in its leading part al-
lows one to analyze how velocity distribution in the LLBL
changes with the number density change. Figure 9 shows
the evolution of ion velocity distributions within the leading
part of this transient. We have chosen 6 ion velocity distri-
butions with progressively decreasing number densities. In
this subset of spectra (top part of Fig. 9) the flux at zero
velocity is decreasing, while the flux at the wings remains
nearly the same. It is easier to see how the velocity distribu-
tion evolves with decreasing number density when one nor-
malizes the spectra to their maximum values (bottom part of
Fig. 9). This normalization indicates that the relative contri-
bution of wings in the velocity distribution is increasing as
the density decreases, and that they become less steep (more
heated).
We made a comparison between observed magnetosheath-
type plasma injections, along the negative magnetic field di-
rection, and theoretical expectations. Three cases of a high
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Fig. 10. Magnetosheath velocity distribution observed before magnetopause crossing on 15 February 1996 (top) and three LLBL velocity
distributions with a high-density, high-speed ion component along negative magnetic field direction observed within LLBL intervals 3 and 5
in Fig. 2. V‖ − V⊥ velocities space cuts are on the left, V‖-velocity distributions are on the right. The deHoffman-Teller frame velocity cut
is shown by a vertical green line on magnetosheath V‖-velocity distribution. Red lines at each V‖-velocity distribution in the LLBL show
the magnetosheath plasma velocity distributions that should enter magnetospheric field lines if they are reconnected to magnetosheath field
lines. The velocity cut location on the V‖-coordinate was determined as a projection of dHT velocity on the local magnetic field direction for
each case.
density component with high convection velocity were se-
lected within the LLBL (time intervals 3 and 5 in Fig. 2).
Figure 10 shows these cases in comparison with the magne-
tosheath velocity distribution observed just before the mag-
netopause crossing. The de Hoffman-Teller frame velocity
component parallel to the magnetosheath magnetic field is
shown by a green vertical line on the V‖-distribution in the
magnetosheath. Projections of this dHT velocity to average
magnetic field directions for each LLBL velocity distribu-
tion is shown by green vertical line on the V‖-distributions.
According to Cowley’s (1982) scheme we expect that mag-
netosheath particles with negative velocities relative to the
green line on the V‖-distribution will enter the open field
line. These particles should be observed at velocities to the
left of each green line on the V‖-distributions (right column
in Fig. 10). The red curves mark each of these velocity dis-
tributions. Expected and observed velocity components at
negative velocities are quite close in the locations of maxima
and in the temperature. Figure 10 suggests that high-density
injections of magnetosheath plasma along negative magnetic
field directions can be explained by magnetosheath plasma
entry onto the open field lines reconnected to magnetosheath
field lines, to the north of the spacecraft.
We also selected different cases of LLBL velocity distribu-
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Fig. 11. Magnetosheath velocity distribution is shown as observed before the magnetopause crossing on 15 February 1996 (top). Also shown
are three LLBL velocity distributions with high-density, high-speed ion components observed simultaneously, moving along the magnetic
field direction and opposite to the magnetic field direction within LLBL interval 3 in Fig. 2. See Fig. 10 for format explanation.
tions for comparison with theoretical expectations. These are
the cases when two high density ion components, one mov-
ing along the negative magnetic field direction and another
one moving along the positive magnetic field direction, were
observed simultaneously (cases of two-side injections from
the time intervals 3–5 in Fig. 2). Figure 11 shows these cases
in comparison with the magnetosheath velocity distribution
observed just before the magnetopause crossing. Although
there is some similarity between Figs. 10 and 11, there is an
important distinction between the two sets of data, most no-
tably seen on the V‖–V⊥ color diagrams. The ion component
moving along the negative B direction strongly dominates in
the distributions shown in Fig. 10, while Fig. 11 shows nearly
identical counter-streaming components.
The parallel component of the HT velocity is marked on
the magnetosheath velocity distribution of Fig. 11 by a green
vertical line. Projections of the same HT velocity to average
magnetic field directions for each LLBL V‖-velocity distribu-
tion are shown by green vertical lines. The red line on each of
LLBL spectrum shows a velocity distribution that should be
observed if the magnetosheath particles with velocities less
than the HT velocity component in the magnetosheath would
enter the LLBL field line. This comparison demonstrates that
the ion component moving along the negative magnetic field
direction in the LLBL has a magnetosheath origin but agree-
ment between the observed and expected locations of max-
ima of the velocity distributions is not as good as for the one-
sided injections.
Statistical analysis of two ion components moving in op-
posite directions within the LLBL regions 3 and 5 on Fig. 2
and in three LLBL transients shown in Fig. 4 was performed.
Each component in these velocity distributions was approxi-
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Fig. 12. Statistical distribution of velocities and number densities of counter-streaming components are shown as observed in the LLBL on
15 February 1996. LLBL intervals 3 and 5 from Fig. 2 and three LLBL transients from Fig. 4 are included. Empty columns are convected
Maxwellian velocity distributions, gray columns are for average number density of components within a given velocity interval.
mated by the convected Maxwellian velocity distribution (fit-
ted to the upper part of the distribution, within∼1.5 orders of
magnitude of maximum phase space density), in order to ob-
tain the number density, temperature, and convection veloc-
ity along the field line. The average temperatures for the ion
components are 77 eV, 105 eV, and 73 eV for parallel, cen-
tral, and anti-parallel velocity components, correspondingly.
Maxwellian fits to magnetosheath ion velocity distribution
(performed in the same way as for ion components within
the LLBL, not by moments’ calculations) in the layer close
to the magnetopause gives an average temperature of about
65 eV. The magnetosheath temperature was higher farther
from the magnetopause, but external conditions may vary
with time. This analysis confirms that all ion components
within the LLBL are of magnetosheath origin. Parallel ve-
locities distributions and number density distributions statis-
tics for LLBL ion components are shown in Fig. 12. Aver-
age velocities for anti-parallel components and anti-parallel
components are about 140 km/s. The number density of the
parallel component is, on average, two times larger than that
for the anti-parallel component.
3.4 Summary of observations of ion velocity distributions
Interball-tail observations at the flank of the magnetopause
on 15 February 1996 show that ion velocity distributions
within the highly structured LLBL are highly variable and of-
ten consist of two or three magnetosheath-type components,
at positive, negative and nearly zero velocity along the local
magnetic field.
(a) There are velocity distributions with high-density
magnetosheath-like components moving either opposite
to the local magnetic field direction or along the mag-
netic field direction. These components frequently have
low-velocity cutoffs (D-shaped velocity distributions),
as one would expect to observe on the magnetospheric
flux tube reconnected to the magnetosheath magnetic
field (Cowley, 1982).
(b) There are cases with two high-density magnetosheath-
like components observed simultaneously, one moving
opposite to the local magnetic field direction or along
the magnetic field direction. These two components
may have different velocities, as well as the widths of
the spectra. There are the cases when these two counter-
streaming components have nearly the same number
densities and very similar spectral characteristics.
(c) When one magnetosheath-like component coming from
one direction relative to the magnetic field direc-
tion dominates, in most cases there is a weak
magnetosheath-like component having the opposite ve-
locity relative to the magnetic field direction. Relative
number densities of two components seldom exceed 1
order of magnitude.
(d) In many cases the component with zero or nearly zero
parallel velocity is a dominant component of ion veloc-
ity distribution within LLBL.
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Fig. 13. WIND magnetic field and plasma data for Interball observations of LLBL on 16 April 1996. Format of this figure is the same as for
Fig. 1.
(e) As the number density within LLBL parcel decreases,
the phase space density of the central (V‖ ∼ 0) ion com-
ponent decreases faster than the phase space density of
parallel and anti-parallel velocity components.
4 Characteristics of the observed LLBL on 16 April
1996
4.1 Plasma flow parameters within the LLBL
The second LLBL crossing was chosen in order to compare
the data obtained on 15 February 1996 with the LLBL ob-
served closer to the subsolar point. On 16 April 1996 In-
terball crossed the magnetopause inbound at 22:42 UT at
XGSE = 6.68RE , YGSE = 5.42RE , and ZGSE = −4.75RE ,
MLT = 15:20, GM latitude = 2.97◦. The Wind spacecraft
was located close to the Earth at XGSE = 10.3RE , YGSE =
34.1RE , and ZGSE = −3.4RE , providing a small delay in
propagation between the Wind and Interball. The solar wind
plasma parameters (courtesy of K. Ogilvie) were: ion num-
ber density∼12 cm−3, velocity∼450 km/s, and ram pressure
∼4 nPa.
The IMF (courtesy of R. Lepping) turned from north-
ward to southward at ∼22:24 UT, shortly before Interball
crossed the magnetopause and remained southward, except
for 23:14:30–23:21 UT when it changes the sign several
times (Fig. 13). Most of the time interval when Interball
observed plasma transients after the magnetopause cross-
ing, the clock angle of the IMF was in the range of 110◦–
120◦. The Geotail spacecraft was located in the magne-
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INTERBALL TAIL, SCA-1, FM-3, 15 Feb. 1996
Fig. 14. Transients observed on inbound trajectory of Interball on 16 April 1996. Format is the same as in Fig. 2.
tosheath on the magnetospheric flank at XGSE = −6.20RE ,
YGSE = 26.60RE , and ZGSE = −2.50RE , also at a small
delay with Interball. Geotail observed the southward mag-
netic field for the time interval under discussion.
At ∼50 min after the magnetopause crossing, Inter-
ball observed many short-duration (0.5–1 min) bursts of
magnetosheath-like plasma (Fig. 14). This type of highly
structured LLBL is usually observed under southward or
variable IMF conditions (Vaisberg et al., 2001). There are
variations of magnetic fields associated with these events, but
only the first one shows a typical FTE signature when the
magnetic field is converted to the normal coordinate frame
(not shown). For a given IMF clock angle we should also
expect that the reconnection site will be located in the north-
dusk sector of the dayside magnetopause, like we discussed
for 15 February 1996 case. Values of number density and
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Fig. 15. Four representative ion velocity distributions within a set of transients observed within the LLBL on 16 April 1996 (top). V‖-time
and V⊥-time spectrograms, number density and magnetic field data are shown on the bottom. Times for velocity distributions are shown by
tick marks. See Fig. 10 caption for more explanation.
temperature within these plasma transients are different from
those in the magnetosheath. This indicates that these plasma
transients are not the multiple magnetopause crossings rather
than LLBL part.
4.2 Ion velocity distributions within the LLBL observed on
16 April 1996
Figure 15 shows the representative ion velocity distribu-
tions observed within four transients shown in Fig. 14. The
times when these velocity distributions were observed are
shown by tick-marks above the V‖–V⊥ velocities-time spec-
trograms. The V‖-velocity-time spectrogram shows that sig-
nificant ion flux both parallel to the magnetic field direction
and anti-parallel to the magnetic field direction is observed
most of the time. The flux antiparallel to the magnetic field
direction dominates. There are several types of V‖–V⊥ spec-
tra within these four transients: (a) a strong flux opposite to
the magnetic field direction with a central component and a
weak component in the positive B direction, (b) nearly iden-
tical components in two directions relative to the magnetic
field, (c) a fast component in the negative B direction, an in-
tense component at low parallel velocities, and some flux in
the positive B direction, and (d) a dominant component at
V ∼ 0 km/s with weak flux in two directions.
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Fig. 16. Flux rope diagram partly adopted from computer simulations results (Lee et al., 1993). Thick lines indicate magnetosheath magnetic
field lines that are located closer to the viewer, while thin lines indicate background magnetospheric field lines. Field lines are numbered
to make viewing easier. Four cases are shown: both ends of the flux rope connected to the magnetosphere (A), one end connected to
the magnetosheath and another end connected to the magnetosphere (B) and (C), and both ends connected to the magnetosheath (D). The
spatial relationship of magnetic field lines is most readily seen in drawing A. Thick lines show magnetic field line segments loaded with
magnetosheath plasma, thin segments are loaded with magnetospheric plasma. Large arrow shows magnetosheath flow direction. Directions
of magnetic fields and magnetosheath flow are close to conditions observed on 15 February 1996 and on 16 April 1996. Inset on the bottom
shows how the flux rope relates to the magnetospheric current sheet and indicates their linear scales.
In summary, Interball-Tail observations at dayside mag-
netopause on 16 April 1996 show similar types (compar-
ing to 15 February 1996) of ion velocity distributions within
the LLBL structures, with two or three magnetosheath-type
components, at positive, negative and nearly zero velocity
along the local magnetic field. Thus, measurements within
the dayside LLBL transients on 16 April 1996 confirm the
conclusions drawn from the 15 February 1996 LLBL obser-
vations. Two events frequently show multi-component ion
velocity distributions within the LLBL.
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5 Discussion
5.1 Counter-streaming components
Reconnection at a single X-line produces open magneto-
spheric flux tubes that connect to magnetosheath flux tubes
through a rotational discontinuity. Parts of the magne-
tospheric and magnetosheath plasma velocity distributions
cross the open magnetopause freely and form D-shaped ve-
locity distributions (Cowley, 1982). This type of ion velocity
distributions has been observed previously (e.g. Smith and
Rodgers, 1991; Phan et al., 2001), and Interball measure-
ments also provide examples of this type of D-shaped distri-
butions at the edges of LLBL features and sometimes within
them.
However, in addition to the observed one-sided injection
of the magnetosheath plasma along the field line, the Inter-
ball spacecraft also observed counter-streaming injections in
the LLBL and, additionally, the third component at ∼zero
parallel velocity in local magnetic coordinate frame. The ion
component coming from a direction opposite to the ion com-
ponent entering the magnetosphere from the magnetosheath
along the open field line can be produced by reflection of ear-
lier injected ions from parts of the same field line closer to the
Earth, where the magnetic field strength is much higher (this
is frequently called reflection from the ionosphere). The pos-
sibility of obsserving the ions reflected from the ionosphere
can be estimated by comparison of convection time of the
LLBL flux tube along the magnetopause and the propagation
time of ions along the field line. Typical parallel velocity of
ions in the LLBL is ∼150 km/s. Two-way travel time along
the field line of ∼15RE for these ions will be ∼10–20 min,
depending on the pitch-angle. In the case where reconnec-
tion occurs close to the subsolar point, the LLBL plasma with
bulk velocity∼200 km/s will convect to the flank of the mag-
netosphere (15 February 1996 case) within ∼15 min, compa-
rable or faster than the reflection time. For dayside LLBL (16
April 1996 case) the propagation time along the field line is
much longer than convection along the magnetopause. Iono-
spheric reflection is strongly pitch-angle dependent, as well
as energy dependent, and will result in a velocity distribution
with limited energy spread and with higher energies observed
at smaller pitch angles. In two cases of LLBL crossings we
discuss in this paper, such dispersed velocity distributions in
the ion component moving along the positive direction of the
magnetic field have not been observed. We often see sym-
metric velocity distributions for the counter-streaming ions
in the LLBL, both at the flank magnetopause and on the day-
side. No deficit of low-velocity plasma that should be seen in
ions reflected from the ionosphere is observed in the dayside
LLBL. Frequently, the plasma coming from “ionospheric”
direction is actually denser than the one coming from “di-
rect” entry. This is difficult to expect for plasma that had to
propagate for ∼10–20 min along the field line and to experi-
ence significant dilution due to drifts and atmospheric losses.
This makes the explanation of oppositely directed ions within
the LLBL quite unlikely. The similarity of spectral properties
of plasma beams in the LLBL coming from opposite direc-
tions suggests their similar origin.
The existence of the two ion components moving opposite
to each other is quite a common feature in the LLBL, as ob-
served on the two days. There are cases of a high-density
D-shaped component, indicating magnetosheath plasma in-
jection along open field lines, more frequently along the neg-
ative direction of the magnetic field corresponding to a re-
connection site northward of the spacecraft. In these cases a
lower density component moving in the opposite direction is
also observed. There are also cases of two co-existing high-
density ion components moving in opposite directions along
the magnetic field.
Simultaneous observations of counter-streaming magneto-
sheath-type components indicate that the field line is open for
entry of the magnetosheath plasma on two sides. This sug-
gests multiple reconnections but does not require that these
reconnections occurr exactly simultaneously. These obser-
vations suggest that multiple reconnections in which mag-
netosheath and magnetospheric field lines reconnect at more
than one location plays a certain role in the dayside of the
magnetosphere. Multiple reconnections allow for the magne-
tosheath plasma to enter the magnetospheric field lines from
two directions and to be observed at one location as counter-
streaming components.
Figure 16 is a simplified scheme of flux ropes that may
form at multiple reconnection of magnetospheric and mag-
netic fields between two X-lines for the magnetospheric and
magnetosheath magnetic field directions close to those ob-
served on 15 February 1996, and on 16 April 1996. These
are views of the magnetopause from outside. Magnetosheath
field lines (shown as thick lines) are closer to the viewer as
a magnetospheric field lines (shown as thin lines) are far-
ther from the viewer. An arrow indicates the direction of the
magnetosheath flow. Four cases shown in Fig. 16 correspond
to different cases of magnetic connection to magnetospheric
or magnetosheath field lines. Due to multiple reconnections
“the ends” of the spiral may be connected to different do-
mains (cases B and C) or to the same domain (cases A and
D). In the latter cases “the ends” connect to originally dif-
ferent field lines in the same domain. To more clearly un-
derstand the third dimension in the two-dimensional picture,
magnetospheric field lines in case A are shown by dashes be-
tween magnetosheath field lines. This emphasizes that mag-
netospheric field lines are below (farther from the viewer)
magnetosheath field lines. The location of the magnetopause
current layer before the flux rope was formed is also schemat-
ically shown on the scheme A by a gray sheet.
The size of a reconnected flux tube or FTE (Elphic, 1995)
is significantly larger than the thickness of the magnetopause
current layer (Lee and Russell, 1994). Accordingly, some
sectors of magnetic spiral are loaded with magnetosheath
plasma (thick sectors of the spiral), while another part of the
spirals is filled with magnetospheric plasma (thin sectors).
The inset E on the bottom of Fig. 16 schematically shows the
relation of the flux rope to the magnetopause current layer
and their approximate scales. Simulation also indicates that
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Fig. 17. A comparison is given of magnetosheath ion velocity distribution (panel (a) and panel (c)) with typical 3-component distribution
in the LLBL (panel (b) and panel (d)). Upper diagrams are cuts through velocity distributions in the magnetic coordinate system, next
row: the same distributions integrated over V⊥. Panel (e) shows spectra (c) and (d) superimposed without displacement along V‖. Panel
(f) is comparison of the LLBL spectrum (d) with magnetosheath spectrum (c) displaced to negative V‖ velocities for co-location spectra
maximums. Vertical line indicates the amount of displacement of spectrum (c) along V‖.
the flux rope formed by multiple reconnections consists of
two parts, one of which comes from the magnetosheath, and
one comes from the magnetosphere (Lee et al., 1993).
The sectors of the flux tube loaded with the magne-
tosheath plasma are the sources of the magnetosheath-type
plasma to the sectors with a magnetospheric population. Par-
ticles having large parallel velocity will enter the sectors
with magnetospheric population and form a bi-directional
magnetosheath-type velocity distribution. The evolution of
the ion velocity distribution within the sectors of the flux
rope with original magnetosheath population is discussed in
the next paragraph.
As it was mentioned in Sect. 3.2, the most probable lo-
cation of the reconnection site is the north-dusk sector. The
observations were made in the region of super-Alfve´nic mag-
netosheath flow where reconnection is improbable. The ge-
ometry of field lines should undergo a significant evolution
during the convection time, and the spiral structure shown in
Fig. 16 will evolve due to magnetic diffusion, since the turbu-
lence would provide a sufficient resistivity. This will lead to
the evolution of the velocity distribution, as well. However,
the simplified scheme shown in Fig. 16 allows us to explain
some features of observed velocity distributions.
5.2 Component with nearly zero parallel velocity
The ions entering from the magnetosheath to the magne-
tosphere along open magnetic flux tubes form asymmetric
D-shaped ion velocity distributions (Cowley, 1982), rather
than a component centered at zero parallel velocity. Max-
imum phase space density at zero parallel velocity would
be observed for reconnection close to the subsolar point
where magnetosheath plasma velocity is low. However, the
most probable reconnection site for our cases is the north-
dusk sector (see Sect. 3.2), where the magnetosheath veloc-
ity component along the magnetosheath magnetic field di-
rection should be large for our conditions. The ion velocity
distributions observed in the LLBL have a component with
a maximum at nearly zero parallel velocity and is approxi-
mately at rest relative to the magnetic field. Ionospheric ions
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are one of the possibilities to explain this component. In-
deed, as one may see in Fig. 15, the ionospheric component
is easily seen at V‖ ∼ 0 km/s before, and especially after
four transients were observed. Paschmann et al. (1986) and
Klumpar et al. (1990) reported the existence of ionospheric
ions in the LLBL. However, as observed by Interball, on 15
February 1996 and on 16 April 1996, the ion component at
small parallel velocity in the LLBL usually had a tempera-
ture of the same order of magnitude as the temperature of
the magnetosheath plasma, that does not agree with the iono-
spheric source.
Figure 17 shows the comparison of the ion velocity dis-
tribution observed by Interball on 15 February 1996 in the
magnetosheath just before the magnetopause crossing, with
the typical velocity distribution in the transient (see times
above V‖-ion velocity distributions). The phase space den-
sity at V‖ ∼ 0 km/s in the magnetosheath is smaller than
in the LLBL by almost one order of magnitude (Fig. 17e)
which makes it difficult to explain this LLBL component at
V‖ ∼ 0 by magnetosheath origin. This component could en-
ter the LLBL closer to the subsolar point, where the velocity
of the magnetosheath plasma is smaller, and the velocity cut-
off for transmitted ions is smaller, as well. However, this
component at V‖ ∼ 0 is observed in the LLBL simultane-
ously with newly-injected plasma. It means that the injection
of the magnetosheath plasma into the LLBL could happen
twice, once closer to the subsolar point, and a second time at
the location closer to the flank of the magnetosphere. This is
not an improbable scenario.
Another possibility to explain the frequent coexistence of a
component with nearly zero parallel velocity, with two com-
ponents of ions moving along and opposite to the magnetic
field direction, lies in the multiple reconnection scenario.
Magnetosheath plasma approaching the magnetopause is ini-
tially located on the magnetic flux tubes that do not cross the
magnetopause. When a particular magnetosheath flux tube
reconnects with a magnetospheric one, the current is injected
in this flux tube that forms the flux rope. The change in the
magnetic field direction leads to the change in the angle be-
tween the plasma flow vector and the magnetic field vector.
The direction of the magnetic field within the flux rope is in-
termediate between the directions of the magnetosheath mag-
netic field and the direction of the magnetospheric magnetic
field (Fig. 16). Simulations of multiple reconnection show
that plasma filling a newly-formed flux rope has a significant
bulk velocity directed away from reconnection location (Fu
et al., 1990). Since the magnetic field within the flux rope has
a spiral structure, there are sectors within this flux rope where
the bulk velocity has a small component along the magnetic
field direction (see Fig. 2 in Fu et al., 1990). This leads to an
increase in the phase space density at small parallel velocity
and may explain the origin of the central component in the
velocity distribution.
Some properties of ion velocity distribution support the
supposition of this transformation of ion velocity distribu-
tion in the magnetic coordinate system. The first property
is in very similar shapes and symmetries to the two velocity
distributions (parallel and anti-parallel) at |V‖| < ∼150 km/s
(Fig. 17). The second one is the high-energy component
seen at V‖ ∼ −600 km/s within the magnetosheath and at
V‖ ∼ −800 km/s within the LLBL. If we shift the magne-
tosheath velocity distribution along the magnetic field direc-
tion to make its maximum nearly coincide with the maximum
of the LLBL velocity distribution, these high-energy compo-
nents also quite closely coincide. The third detail of the two
velocity distributions is their velocity cutoff at high positive
V‖ that becomes nearly matching after the shift in the mag-
netosheath velocity distribution.
Figure 17 also shows that the excess of the magnetosheath-
type ions at higher parallel velocities is quite a common prop-
erty of the LLBL ion spectra. The phase space density in the
LLBL velocity distribution at velocities |V‖| > ∼200 km/s
is in excess in comparison with the shifted magnetosheath
velocity distribution. It was mentioned earlier that for LLBL
parts with a lower number density the relative contribution of
the central component decreases compared to two counter-
streaming components. This change in the velocity distribu-
tion with ion number density results in the inverse relation-
ship between N and T in the LLBL.
These observations suggest that multiple reconnections in
which magnetosheath and magnetospheric field lines recon-
nect at more than one location is taking place on the dayside
magnetosphere. Formation of the flux rope at the magne-
topause will lead to the development of two-component and
three-component velocity distributions. The ions from the
wings of the velocity distribution in the parts of the flux rope
that were filled originally with magnetosheath plasma stream
along field lines into the regions that are filled by magneto-
spheric plasma. In this part of the flux rope they form the bi-
modal ion distribution of magnetosheath-type particles. The
ions with small parallel velocities remain at their initial lo-
cations. Ions with high parallel velocities that escaped from
their original locations along field lines to former magneto-
spheric parts, will return back to the magnetosheath parts of
the rope and form the wings of the ion distribution (Fig. 9).
Interball observations show that the process leading to the
decrease in the number density in the LLBL is accompanied
by a faster decrease in the phase space density in the cen-
tral component of the velocity distribution compared to the
wings. This indicates that more ions leave the parts of the
flux rope that came from the magnetosheath and contribute to
the wings of the velocity distribution. Therefore, the concept
of multiple reconnections is potentially able to explain im-
portant properties of the ion velocity distribution within the
LLBL and its evolution with decreasing number density (that
appears to be the result of the “aging” of the LLBL plasma).
Two-component and three-component ion velocity distribu-
tions within the LLBL suggest that the flux ropes at the mag-
netopause can be formed by multiple reconnections.
As was mentioned earlier, convection of the spiral from
the reconnection site to the observation point will modify
the shape of these spiral and velocity distributions contained
within it. However, observations indicate that ion velocity
distributions within the LLBL frequently consist of two or
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three components of the magnetosheath type. This indicates
their origin and shows that the single-component hot distri-
bution is not commonly produced in the LLBL, either as a
result of reconnection or due to full relaxation of two- and
three-component distribution.
5.3 Implication to magnetic topology
There are a number of properties of ion velocity distributions
within the LLBL that indicate that a significant part of the
LLBL consists of flux ropes that have a quasi-closed mag-
netic topology.
– A significant part of the LLBL transients has a convec-
tion velocity close to the one observed in the nearby
magnetosheath while moving at the large angle to the
magnetospheric magnetic field direction, with kinetic
energy of plasma exceeding magnetic energy density.
– There are cases with two high-density magnetosheath-
type ion components moving parallel and anti-parallel
to the local magnetic field direction, indicating fresh in-
jections of magnetosheath plasma from two locations.
– There are cases within the LLBL when velocity dis-
tributions do not show typical D-shaped components
that should be observed at the magnetospheric magnetic
field line reconnected with the magnetosheath magnetic
field.
– There are cases when the component at nearly zero par-
allel velocity is a dominant component in the velocity
distribution. Its phase space density may exceed the
one within the magnetosheath velocity distribution at
the same parallel velocity.
– There is redistribution of relative density between the
ion component at nearly zero parallel velocity and two
ion components moving opposite to and along the local
magnetic field.
– The average magnetic field within the LLBL has an in-
termediate orientation between the directions of magne-
tosheath and the magnetospheric field lines.
These LLBL properties observed in two LLBL crossings
can be explained in the concept of the flux rope formed as
a result of multiple reconnections. This flux rope has some
sectors loaded with magnetosheath plasma, while other sec-
tors are loaded with magnetospheric plasma. Only part of
the flux rope is directly magnetically connected to the mag-
netosheath or magnetospheric field lines. Depending on the
location of the spacecraft within this complicated structure
it can observe the injection of magnetosheath plasma from
one or another direction along the field line, or both, or
observe the higher-density component at nearly zero paral-
lel velocity (central component) with two counter-streaming
magnetosheath-type components. The escape of particles
with small parallel velocity from the central component will
feed two counter-streaming components.
Since a significant part of the flux rope formed as the
result of multiple reconnections is filled with high-density,
high-velocity magnetosheath plasma, it will propagate ap-
proximately along the magnetosheath flow, and its kinetic
energy may exceed the magnetic field energy. Some parts of
the LLBL may not be considered as regular magnetospheric
boundary layer regions. These flux ropes propagate between
the magnetosheath flow and the magnetosphere, and may not
be topologically connected with any of these regions.
6 Conclusion
Interball measurements for two highly-structured LLBL
crossings under southward and variable magnetic field mag-
netosheath conditions show that ion velocity distributions
within the LLBL can be separated into several categories,
the primary of which are: (a) one component moving along
(or opposite to) the local magnetic field, (b) two components
moving in opposite directions relative to the magnetic field,
and (c) three components, one of which has nearly zero ve-
locity along the magnetic field and two components moving
in opposite directions relative to the magnetic field. Category
(a) is observed mainly at the edges of LLBL structures and
is the typical D-shape distribution observed in reconnected
magnetospheric field lines (Cowley, 1982). Category (b) is
observed at the edges of LLBL structures as well as within
these structures. Two oppositely moving ion components
usually have similar spectral characteristics but their relative
densities vary. Their similar spectral characteristics, absence
of velocity/pitch-angle separation for a component that may
be considered as one reflected from the ionosphere, and the
long return flight time to the ionosphere and back compared
to the LLBL plasma convection time, rule out the possibility
of explaining the second component by ionospheric reflec-
tion. These two oppositely moving components can be ex-
plained by the reconnection of particular magnetic flux tubes
in two sites, or by the propagation of ions along closed field
lines from the higher density region. Category (c) is observed
within LLBL structures; the existence of a component that is
at rest in the magnetic coordinates is not compatible with
reconnection of the single magnetospheric flux tube at one
location, as described in (Cowley, 1982). None of its char-
acteristics could be explained by the ionospheric component.
This ion component could be explained by the trapping of
magnetosheath plasma within the flux rope forming at the
magnetopause by multiple reconnections.
Category (c) ion spectra behave in the systematic way
within the LLBL. Going from higher density parts of the
LLBL to lower density parts we see that the relative con-
tribution of the velocity distribution component that is at rest
in the magnetic coordinates is diminished, and the relative
contribution of the wings of the velocity distribution, that
represent components moving along the field line in oppo-
site directions. This could be explained by the redistribution
of ions along “closed” field lines from higher density parts of
the flux rope formed by multiple reconnections.
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In summary, we have observed the ion characteristics of
ions within the LLBL that cannot be explained by the recon-
nection of the magnetosheath and the magnetospheric field
lines at one location. We argue that reconnection at two or
more locations, leading to the formation of the flux ropes
at the magnetopause, can explain observed velocity distri-
butions. We consider these observations as evidence for
multiple reconnections between magnetosheath and magne-
tospheric flux tubes with the formation of spiral magnetic
flux tubes (Lee and Fu, 1985). This implies that the multiple
reconnections are at times an important factor in the forma-
tion of the LLBL.
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